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Morphology of symmetric block copolymer in a cylindrical pore
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The influence of confinement on morphology formation in copolymer systems is an important area
of interest in theoretical research. We apply dynamic density functional theory to investigate the
effect of pores on the morphology formation in a symmetric diblock copolymer system. The pore is
represented by a perfect cylindrical tube. Porous systems are important in biology and are gaining
interest for applications in nanotechnology. We show that for the pore sizes under investigation two
equilibrium morphologies are possible depending on the surface interaction: a perpendicular or slab
morphology and a parallel or multiwall tube morphology. The latter is referred to in the article as
dartboard morphology. In the dynamic pathway towards this morphology an intermediate metastable
helical phase is found. An important observation is that, for a wide range of pore radii and variations
of polymer chain length, no mixed parallel/perpendicular morphologies were found: All observed
morphologies are insensitive to the pore diameter. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1403437#
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Polymeric materials, such as block copolymers, show
surprisingly rich phase behavior in the mesoscopic dom
Although the building blocks are simple, morphologies ran
from simple lamellar and hexagonal to complex bicontinuo
and cubic phases and even mixed phases. The morpholo
are inherent to the topologies of the ‘‘building block’’; fo
instance, the ratio of the blocks in the multiblock copolym
The equilibrium morphologies may in some cases be ca
lated theoretically,1 but in many cases morphologies in e
periments are defect-rich and are frozen in at quasiequ
rium states ~local minima of the free energy!. As a
consequence, morphologies resulting from experiments
pend heavily on the dynamic pathways. The emphasis
comparing theoretical and experimental results should th
fore be on a dynamic theory that includes modulation mec
nisms, such as externally applied fields~shear,2 electric
fields! and confinement effects.

The understanding of the phase behavior of block
polymers in confined systems such as thin films is subjec
many theoretical@for instance, by using self-consistent fie
~SCF! theory3# and experimental studies~e.g., Ref. 4!. Mat-
sen’s theoretical work for symmetric diblocks confined
thin films has been complemented recently by SCF sim
tions for asymmetric diblocks5 that form cylinders in bulk. It
was shown that, just as in the case of symmetric diblo
copolymer films, parallel layers of cylinders are most fr
quent. In the case of frustration~film thicknesses that are
incompatible with the periodicity of the structure! orthogonal
structures are formed. An interesting finding is that the m
phologies are not restricted to the bulk morphology: Depe
ing on the confinement and surface interactions we fi
lamellar and catenoid morphologies.

The experience with these simulations leads to a v
straightforward and relevant question: What happens if
frustrates the formation of the most common~lamellar or
8220021-9606/2001/115(17)/8226/5/$18.00
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cylindrical! phases? Does one also observe alternating or
tations of the bulk morphologies in this case?

The most reasonable geometry to be considered
pore. In nature, fluids~water, oil! are often in contact with
porous solids. Examples can be found in porous material
plants ~water! and porous inorganic material under th
ground ~oil and gas!. Nanopores are also used in some
dustrial processes for filtration. An appealing new applic
tion is the use of microtubes for application in nanosco
devices. These microtubes are the result of phase separ
in block copolymer systems with hexagonal equilibriu
structures, where the necessary well-ordered arrays in
nanoscopic domain in block copolymer systems can be
tained by shearing6,7 or by the application of an orienting
electric field.8 The idea is to replace the tube compone
after the equilibration and reorientation, by conducting m
terial while keeping the matrix material inert. Conductin
diblock copolymer melts could be used to get structu
within the microtubes and well-defined and stable structu
when the matrix material is eventually removed. The ph
separation process within the tubes is therefore essential
is known to depend on the interaction with the matrix ma
rial. A dartboard structure, with conducting–isolating repe
tion of layers, is most desirable and stable. Validation
simulation results for nanostructures by experimental ob
vations is an important issue. For general porous geomet
an extensive overview of experimental and simulation res
is given in Ref. 9. The systems discussed in this review
ticle are simple fluids and binary mixtures, confined
simple ~homogeneous! and complex~heterogeneous! pore
geometries. The heterogeneity manifests itself in factors s
as interpore correlation effects, surface chemical heterog
ity, variations and roughness in pore geometry, and netwo
ing of pores. Often these pores are connected to bulk re
voirs of the pore filling materials, implying special bounda
6 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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conditions. In our case, the experimental reference mate
are well-tailored, very regular packed cylindrical domain
We consider phase separation of an almost incompres
melt of block copolymers inside one of these cylinders w
periodic boundary conditions at the open sides. Phase s
ration of a block copolymer system implicitly sets the leng
scales for the microdomains and is in this sense much dif
ent from phase separation in binary liquids. We may c
clude that this setup, although being rather specific, gi
rise to a new generation of experiments.

Quite recently, a Monte Carlo simulation technique w
adapted for this kind of geometry.10 As in our simulations, a
symmetric diblock copolymer system in a cylindrical pore
considered. Although the three-dimensional~3D! results of
the two methods overlap, the wider range of the param
space considered here provides a better insight in the e
of boundary interactions on the morphologies and also
lows to analyze the kinetics of the phase separation proc
We will compare the results of the two methods in mo
detail in the discussion of the simulation results. In our c
the diblock copolymers are modeled by aAiBi Gaussian
chain for different values of the chain lengthi. Since these
diblocks form lamellae in bulk and perpendicular lamellae
neutral slits~see the discussion in Ref. 5!, we expect frustra-
tion of this morphology in the middle of the pore. As in th
numerical experiments for confined thin films,5 the important
parameters are the degree of confinement, i.e., the por
dius R, and the effective surface interactionsjAB5(eAM

0

2eBM
0 )/nkT, wheree IM

0 denotes the scalar interaction11 of
beadI with the pore boundary. Since the diblock is symm
ric, we make use of reciprocity and restrict ourselves to v
ues ofj>0. We use simulations with SCF theory12 to con-
struct a morphology diagram as a function ofR andj. As it
turns out, for the radii under consideration only two mo
phologies are possible: a slab and a dartboard morphol
Finally we will consider the dynamic pathway towards t
slab morphology in great detail.

The time evolution of the density fieldr I(r ) is described
by a time-dependent Landau–Ginzburg-type equation wi
stochastic termh I ~Refs. 13 and 14!:

ṙ I5MI“•r I“
dF

dr I
1h I , ~1!

whereMI is a mobility parameter andI is a component in-
dex. The free energy for a collection ofn Gaussian chains is
given by11,12

F52kT ln
Fn

n!
2(

I
E

V
UI~r !r I~r !dr

1
1

2 (
I ,J

E
V
E

V
e IJ~r 2r 8!r I~r !rJ~r 8!dr dr8

1
1

2 (
I
E

V
e IM ~r 2r 8!r I~r !rM~r 8!dr dr8

1
1

2
kHn2E

V
S (

I
r I~r !2(

I
r̄ I D 2

dr. ~2!

The first two terms account for the entropy of a system on
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ideal chains subject to an external potential fieldUI ~with F
the partition function for ideal chains!, the third and fourth
terms for the cohesive bead–bead and bead–wall inte
tions, and the final term for the excluded volume intera
tions, withn the bead volume andkH the Helfand compress
ibility parameter. Confinement is accounted for in the fr
energy by the fourth term@and uM(r )5nrM(r ) is nonzero
~51! only in the solid objects# and the boundary condition
for the dynamic equationsn•¹m I50, with n the normal
pointing into the solid object.12 In contrast to traditional
schemes of polymer phase separation dynamics where a
dau Hamiltonian is used with vertex functions calculated f
lowing the random phase approximation~see, e.g., Ref. 6!,
we numerically calculate the ‘‘exact’’ free energyF of poly-
mer system consisting of Gaussian chains in mean field
vironment using path integral formalism.13,14 Our approach
uses essentially the same free energy functional as in
calculations of equilibrium block copolymer morphologie
by Matsen and Schick15 and Drolet and Fredrickson,16 but
complements the static SCF calculations by providing a
namical picture of the system, which is crucial for the ev
lution of system in an external fields.17–19

We have performed simulations for a symmetric diblo
copolymer system. The chain architecture was chosen
A8B8 . We have used this system in many earlier simulatio
and therefore the relevant parameters can be found
Ref. 12.

The equilibrium structure for this diblock system
lamellar. Figure 1 shows the phase diagram for the diblo
system. Due to the symmetry only positive values ofj are
considered. In the dartboard part, equilibrium morpholog
were reached at a much earlier stage than the slab pa~y
52000 toy57000, withy5t/Dt!. The value ofDt is cho-
sen equal for all simulations, such thaty can be directly
compared. Although the number of calculated points is re
tively small, the relative position of the phase boundaries
quite obvious.

We first study the influence of confinement by consid
ing different radii R for j50. One should note thatj50
represents all phase points where the block–surface inte
tions is equal for both species~neutral surface!. The results
of this exercise are shown in Fig. 2. We note that the fi
morphology for all different radii is a slab morphology. Th

FIG. 1. Phase diagram for theA8B8 diblock morphologies as a function o
pore diameterR ~vertical axis! and effective interactionj ~horizontal axis!.
Circles denote the points in the phase diagram that have been simu
Open circles represent slab geometries; closed circles dartboard geom
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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difference between the three results is in the kinetics: ap
ently the system needs more time to equilibrate for lar
radii R.

Looking at the time behavior~only shown forR514 in
Fig. 3! shows us that the equilibrium structure is reached
y56000 forR56 and aty58000 forR514. For the largest
radius under considerationR524, the slab morphology is
not yet fully developed aty510 000, showing that the kinet
ics of slab morphology formation depends greatly on
radius. However, it is obvious that the slab morphology is
equilibrium morphology for these simulations. Challengi
the morphology ofR514 with externally applied shear7,20

~results not shown here! leads to a breaking up of the slab
However, upon cessation of shear, the slab morpholog
finally completely recovered.

In Ref. 10 the case of neutral walls is only considered
two dimensions. With preferential wetting of one of th
blocks the dartboard structure is obtained both in two a
three dimensions. For the neutral case it is shown in

FIG. 2. Morphologies at dimensionless timey510 000 for theB component
of the diblock copolymer melt in a cylinder~side view! of radius of 8, 14,
and 24 grid points andj50. Orthogonal projections are shown of isosu
faces~nrB50.4 with n the bead volume!. The length is in all cases equal t
32 grid points.

FIG. 3. Time development~upper left to lower right! of the diblock copoly-
mer morphology in a cylinder of radiusR514 grid points. Orthogonal pro-
jections are shown of isosurfaces (nrB50.4) and for every subsequent 100
time steps. One can clearly see that the structure ‘‘switches’’ in directio
orientation for going to a stable slab phase.
Downloaded 18 Jan 2010 to 131.155.151.96. Redistribution subject to AI
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dimensions that, when the dartboard structure~strip phase in
the notation of that article! is frustrated, a ‘‘disordered’’ state
is obtained. This disordered state is a lamellar state, in wh
the global orientation is random, and the lamellae are loc
oriented perpendicular to the wall. The mechanism beh
the formation is stated as ‘‘currently underway.’’ From o
simulations we conclude that this ‘‘disordered’’ structure is
2D artifact: there is not enough freedom to form a perf
structure. In three dimensions, due to the extra degree
freedom, instead the slab morphology is formed.

If we introduce a moderate surface interaction~j51! the
time behavior changes drastically. Dartboard morpholog
are formed at a fast rate, indifferent to the pore radii. In F
4, we show front views of equilibrium morphologies for th
radii under consideration for both blocks. The correspond
time stages arey54000 (R56), y55000 (R514), andy
52000 (R524). The perfect morphologies are formed
roughly the same time stagesy'2000, and become mor
profound at later time stages. From this, we may conclu
that the kinetics of the formation is independent of the p
radius. One can clearly observe the dartboard structu
~concentric cylinders!. Since the surface isA-repulsive, theB
block is present at the surface. Again we stress the fact
only the difference in interaction values~the effective inter-
actionj! counts. Increasing the effective surface interact
leads to similar dartboard structures, although the la
thickness may vary and the middle layers are somew
compressed.

In order to find regions of frustration of this morpholog
we performed simulations for different intermediate pore
dii ~andj51!: R57 – 13. We observed dartboard morphol
gies with different alternation of species rings~counted from
the center!: B-A-B (R57 – 9), A-B-A-B (R510– 12), and
B-A-B-A-B (R513). All these morphologies were we
developed aty52000 and as expected, theB block is always
at the surface. These results are all directly comparabl
the multibarrel-layer results of He~Ref. 10! ~Fig. 5 in that
article!.

FIG. 4. Parallel projection of isosurface~nr I50.4, I 5A or B, front view!
and orthoslice of final structures for different radii: 8, 14, and 24 gridpoin
Left, B blocks; right,A blocks.

al
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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In order to understand the influence of the chain leng
and the degree of compression and stretching of the cha
we have also varied the chain length of the diblock. W
carried out simulations for~AiBi for i 53 – 6 and 16! for
fixed R513 and aj such thatjN516 ~with N52i the num-
ber of beads! is fixed. In all cases this leads to fast formatio
of a perfect dartboard morphology, with alternatingA- and
B-rich layers asA-B-A-B-A-B ~i 53 and 4!, B-A-B-A-B ~i
55 and 6!, andA-B-A-B ( i 516) ~again counted from the
center of the pore!. In the top part of Fig. 5, we show angle
averaged density profilesnrA(r ) for the A block, wherer is
the radial position. We observe great similarity between p
files of similar repetition:i 53 and 4~top!; i 55, 6, and 8
~middle!. We also compared the profiles when the radial p
sition is scaled byAN;Rg , where Rg is the root mean
squared~rms! end-to-end length of an unperturbed Gauss
chain, shown in Fig. 6. Here, the compared profiles share
center species:i 53, 4, and 16~upper! and i 55, 6, and 8
~lower!. It can be seen from these figures that the profile
the center regions is relatively similar for all chain sizes w
similar center species. At the center, the compression is la
as can be seen from the total density~which is higher than
unity!. Further away from the center region the chains
relatively less compressed, which can be seen from the
that the behavior is rather independent from the chain len

FIG. 5. Angle-averaged density profiles (nrA) for different chainsAiBi as a
function of radial position~herer /R!. Top: i 53 ~solid! and i 54 ~dashed!.
Middle: i 55 ~solid!, i 56 ~dashed!, and i 58 ~dotted!. Bottom: i 516.
Downloaded 18 Jan 2010 to 131.155.151.96. Redistribution subject to AI
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Apparently, the freedom of the system to increase the co
pression in the center region and adjust the layer sequen
such that little frustration is present close to the pore bou
ary.

In order to determine the phase boundary, we simula
A8B8 for a radiusR514 and values ofj5010.2I for I
P$1,2,3,4%. We found that for this radius the phase bounda
should be betweenj50.4 ~slab phase! andj50.6 ~dartboard
phase! ~see also Fig. 1!. The position of the phase bounda
for this radius cannot simply be extrapolated to other ra
due to the dependence of the dynamics to the radius of
pore. However, since we are not interested in exact dete
nation of the phase boundaries for allR ~they depend also on
the sizes of the blocks for instance! we do not consider othe
radii.

Finally, we consider the dynamic behavior for one pha
point in the slab morphology part in more detail. The syst
considered is again theA8B8 diblock copolymer melt. The
particular confinement and interaction parameters arej50
and R514. The time behavior discussed here is typical
the development of a slab morphology in three dimensio
In Fig. 3 we show the time development for this phase po
From upper left to lower right we show the morphologi
@nrA(r )50.4# for y51000k, k51,...,10. We observe tha
the phase separation process is fairly slow: the initial me
morphology aty51000 turns slowly into a more define
morphology aty54000. This phase is a very interesting on
it resembles a helical phase. It is built up of twisted sla
with winding interconnections just as in a helical structu
apart from the fact that the axis of winding is not precisely
the middle of the pore but fluctuates. This phase is no
stable one but an intermediate result. Further developm
does not immediately lead to a removal of the defects

FIG. 6. Angle-averaged density profiles (nrA) for different chain lengths as
a function of radial position. The horizontal axis of Fig. 5 is scaled w
respect to the differentRg @the radial position denotesr /(RRg)#. Top: i
53 ~solid!, i 54 ~dashed!, and i 516 ~dotted!. Bottom: i 55 ~solid!, i 56
~dashed!, and i 58 ~dotted!.
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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rather a reorientation of the convections and a straighten
of the slabs (y55000– 6000). Only aty57000 a slab mor-
phology evolves to full extend. However, even aty
510 000, the slabs do not completely aline perpendicula
the pores boundary but experience a slight tilt.

Concluding, we observe two phases in a symme
diblock copolymer melt depending on the energetic wa
polymer interactions: a slab morphology for neutral or
most neutral interactions, and a dartboard morphology
stronger preferential interactions. These phases can be
acterized as perpendicular lamellae~slab morphology! and
parallel lamellae~dartboard morphology!. In this sense, both
phases that are found for systems confined between pa
plates3 are found here as well. Other morphologies have
been found with a wide variation of the radius in the da
board morphology part of the morphology diagram. Al
variation of the block lengths did not lead to other morpho
gies, and the system seems to have enough freedom to
experience any mixed orthogonal/parallel oriented m
phologies. The formation of the observed morphologies
fers in kinetics. The slab morphology has slow kinetics,
pending on the pore size, and experiences a helical-
structure as an intermediate but long-living state. The kin
ics of the dartboard phase formation seems to be indepen
of the pore radius, for the range of radii under considerat

The authors acknowledge support of NCF~Stichting Na-
tionale Computer Faciliteiten!. We thank T. Russell for point
ing out the application of pores in nanotechnology.
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